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Photon upconversion of near-infrared photons is a promising way to overcome the Shockley–Queisser efficiency limit of
32% of a single-junction solar cell. However, the practical applicability of the most efficient known upconversion materials
at moderate light intensities is limited by their extremely weak and narrowband near-infrared absorption. Here, we
introduce the concept of an upconversion material where an organic near-infrared dye is used as an antenna for the
b-NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles in which the upconversion occurs. The overall upconversion by the dye-sensitized
nanoparticles is dramatically enhanced (by a factor of ∼3,300) as a result of increased absorptivity and overall
broadening of the absorption spectrum of the upconverter. The proposed concept can be extended to cover any part of the
solar spectrum by using a set of dye molecules with overlapping absorption spectra acting as an extremely broadband
antenna system, connected to suitable upconverters.

O
ne of the fundamental factors limiting the energy conversion
efficiency of a single-junction solar cell to the Shockley–
Queisser limit of ≏32% is the inability to absorb photons

with energy less than the bandgap of the active materials1.
Upconversion materials, which can sum the energies of near-infra-
red (NIR) quanta to emit a quantum of higher energy, are con-
sidered to be one of the promising routes to overcoming this
limit2–6. Other methods focus on adapting the absorption of the
solar cell active-layer materials to the solar spectrum, but upconver-
sion modifies the solar spectrum to make it match better with the
absorption spectrum of the solar cells. This strategy also makes it
possible to electrically isolate the upconverters from the active
layer and apply them as a separate layer in solar cells.

In theory, the standard AM1.5 spectrum power conversion effi-
ciency of a single-bandgap solar cell can be increased by up to 50.7%
by the application of an ideal upconverter (with the two upconverter
bandgaps at 0.94 and 1.40 eV), in combination with a photovoltaic
active-layer material with a relatively wide bandgap of 2 eV
(ref. 7). However, to date, the upconversion solar cell efficiencies
obtained experimentally have been extremely low and merely
serve as proof of principle3,8–12. The main problem is that the
known internally efficient upconversion materials absorb extremely
weakly and within a very narrow spectral window. Moreover,
upconversion is a process that is of higher order in light intensity
(that is, quadratic in intensity for two-photon upconversion in the
low-intensity limit), making very high illumination intensities
often necessary. The best upconversion materials are currently
based on mixed lanthanide compounds11,13. Promising upconver-
sion efficiencies have also been reported using (supra)molecular
triplet–triplet annihilation systems14–16, but the spectral range of
650–700 nm to be upconverted is of limited relevance for solar
cell applications. Of these materials, bulk NaYF4:Er

3þ,Yb3þ and
NaYF4:Er

3þ have shown the highest upconversion quantum yields
under monochromatic irradiation at 975 nm and 1,522 nm NIR
light (5% and 3%, respectively11,17). The corresponding
NaYF4:Er

3þ(2%),Yb3þ(20%) nanoparticles typically show lower,
size-dependent quantum yields; for example, 0.1% has been

reported for 30-nm-diameter particles17. The inherently weak and
narrowband absorption of Ln3þ ions in such materials is due to
the parity-forbidden nature of the 4f transitions. Hence, most of
the efforts to enhance Ln3þ upconversion luminescence have
focused on materials providing a locally enhanced electromagnetic
field or on doping with other lanthanide ions, serving as sensi-
tizers18–20. For instance, plasmonic coupling was introduced to
enhance the upconversion efficiency of lanthanide nanopar-
ticles21–27, resulting in enhancement factors of 2 to 8 (refs 21–23).
More recently, the upconversion luminescence of gold-decorated
b-NaYF4:Yb,Tm nanoparticles at 345 nm was reported to be
increased by a factor of 109 (ref. 27).

Here, we propose and demonstrate the viability of a new strategy
to enhance the upconversion luminescence of lanthanide nanopar-
ticles based on increased and spectrally broadened absorption,
using organic infrared dyes as sensitizers. The main idea was
inspired by the natural light-harvesting systems in which various
absorber molecules surround and transfer the solar energy to the
central reaction centre28, albeit for upconversion instead of charge
transfer. In our approach, dye molecules function as antennas,
absorbing incident light and transferring their excitation energy to
the upconverting metal ions encapsulated in a nanoparticle
(Fig. 1). In a solar cell, the upconverted photon energy is then trans-
ferred radiatively or non-radiatively to the active layer. The advan-
tages of combining organic antennas with inorganic upconversion
centres are (i) the strong NIR absorption, (ii) the broad absorption
spectrum, (iii) the ability to tune the absorption band by molecular
bandgap engineering, and (iv) the possibility of using a set of comp-
lementary antenna molecules to further optimize the absorption
range (for example, in an energy cascade manner).

We chose to show the first proof of principle of dye sensitization
using nanoparticle upconverters for 975 nm light, for chemical and
instrumental reasons. Oleylamine-coated b-NaYF4:Yb,Er nanopar-
ticles with an average core diameter of 16 nm were prepared using a
known method from a mixture of trifluoroacetates in oleylamine29.
Solutions of these nanoparticles in CHCl3 showed the characteristic
bright green-yellow upconversion emission following excitation
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with ≏975 nm laser light. A commercially available cyanine dye,
IR-780, was selected as the starting material for the preparation of
functionalized antenna molecules to be attached to the surface of
the nanoparticles. Nucleophilic substitution of the central chlorine
atom in IR-780 was used as the method to prepare a carboxylic
acid-functionalized derivative (see Supplementary Sections A–C
for details). The resulting carboxylated dye absorbs light mainly
between 650 and 850 nm, with a maximum at 806 nm in CHCl3
(Fig. 2a); we therefore named it IR-806. The extinction coefficient
of IR-806 at 806 nm is 390 l g21 cm21, which is ≏5× 106 times
higher than that of b-NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles at 975 nm
(7× 1025 l g21 cm21). Weak absorption of IR-806 below 600 nm
is also essential, because the antenna dye should be transparent
for the upconverted photons that exit the nanoparticle.

At 750 nm excitation, the emission spectrum of IR-806 in
CHCl3 extends well beyond 900 nm (Fig. 2b). The overlap
between the emission spectrum of IR-806 and the absorption
spectrum of the nanoparticles at 900–1,000 nm, albeit not
optimal, still allows for Förster-type energy transfer from
excited IR-806 to the Yb3þ absorption centres in the nanopar-
ticles. The exchange reaction with the oleylamine ligands and
binding of IR-806 to the surface of the nanoparticle were deter-
mined by clearly observable changes of absorption in the NIR
and infrared regions as well as in the emission properties
(Supplementary Figs S6–S8). First, following the addition of oley-
lamine-coated nanoparticles to a solution of IR-806 in CHCl3 , the
absorption of IR-806 at 806 nm decreased and the absorption
maximum wavelength gradually blueshifted from 806 nm to a sat-
uration value of 800 nm (Supplementary Fig. S7a). Second, the
IR-806 luminescence decreased to 35% of the original intensity
(Supplementary Fig. S8a). In a blank experiment in which
IR-806 was bound to oleylamine-coated NaYF4 nanoparticles
with no Yb and Er photon energy acceptors, an identical blueshift
in IR-806 absorption was observed (Supplementary Fig. S7b), but
the luminescence decrease was only to 90% of the original inten-
sity (Supplementary Fig. S8b). Third, the lifetime of IR-806
luminescence shortened from 1.14 ns (pure IR-806) to 0.64 ns
(IR-806:nanoparticle) upon binding to the NaYF4:Yb,Er nanopar-
ticles (Supplementary Fig. S9). This set of experiments

demonstrates that ≏50% of the photon energy initially absorbed
by bound IR-806 is transferred to the Yb and Er energy-accepting
ions in the NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticle core.

This conclusion was also verified by similar measurements on the
original IR-780 (which cannot bind to the nanoparticles) instead of
IR-806; no changes in IR-780 absorption and emission were
observed (Supplementary Figs S10,S11). Finally, the Fourier trans-
form infrared (FTIR) spectrum of a sample of dried and washed
dye-coated nanoparticles resembles a superposition of the two
spectra of oleylamine-coated nanoparticles and the dye
(Supplementary Fig. S6). This strongly suggests that close proximity
of the dye (secured by chemisorption in the case of IR-806) and
nanoparticle is necessary for efficient energy transfer.

The upconversion spectrum of the solution containing IR-806-
functionalized nanoparticles under 800 nm, 2 mW continuous-
wave (c.w.) laser excitation is shown in Fig. 3a. There are
three characteristic Er3þ emission bands at 510–530 nm, 530–570 nm
and 630–680 nm, corresponding to 2H11/2�

4I15/2,
4S3/2�

4I15/2
and 4F9/2�

4I15/2 transitions, respectively27. The 500–700 nm
spectral distribution of upconverted light from the IR-806/nano-
particles samples irradiated at 800 nm (2 mW) was determined to
be similar to that of samples of pure nanoparticles irradiated at
975 nm (50 mW) (Supplementary Fig. S12). This clearly indicates
that the 800 nm photon energy is absorbed by IR-806, transferred
to the nanoparticle core, upconverted to a higher photon energy,
and subsequently re-emitted. In the cases of solutions of pure
oleylamine-capped nanoparticles, pure IR-806 in CHCl3 (800 nm
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Figure 1 | Principal concept of the dye-sensitized nanoparticle. Antenna

dyes (green) absorb NIR solar energy (red wavy arrows) and transfer it

(brown arrows) to the nanoparticle core (in yellow), where upconversion

occurs. Upconversion denotes a nonlinear (on the incident radiation

intensity) process in which the energies of two NIR quanta are summed to

emit a quantum of higher energy in the green-yellow region (green-yellow
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Figure 2 | Absorption and emission spectra. a, Absorption spectra of

IR-780 (3.0× 1026 M; blue line) and carboxylic acid derivative IR-806

(3.18× 1026 M; red line) in CHCl3. b, Emission spectrum of IR-806 in CHCl3
(3.18× 1026 M; red line) and absorption spectrum of oleylamine-coated

b-NaYF4:Yb,Er in CHCl3 (green line). OD, optical density.
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excitation) and mixtures of non-functionalized IR-780 and
nanoparticles (780 nm excitation), no detectable upconversion
emission was observed, in full agreement with the absorption
and fluorescent quenching experiments. Therefore, we conclude
that functionalized IR-806 (secured by chemisorption) acts as an
antenna for the b-NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles for the
upconversion process.

We next determined the optimal surface coverage of the nano-
particles by antenna molecules so as to achieve the most efficient
dye-sensitized upconversion (Fig. 3b). On adding IR-806 to a sol-
ution of nanoparticles, the upconversion emission intensity first
increases, which is consistent with an increasing overall absorption
of the excitation energy at 800 nm by an increasing number of
surface-bound antenna molecules. However, beyond a certain con-
centration, the further increase in the IR-806/nanoparticle ratio
results in a decreasing upconversion emission intensity. The
observed decline can be explained by two factors: increased
mutual interactions between antenna molecules on the nanoparticle
surface (self-quenching) and an increasing concentration of
unbound (excess) antenna molecules, which absorb the excitation
energy but do not transfer it to the nanoparticles. The optimum
IR-806:nanoparticle weight ratio was determined as 1:133. We esti-
mate that a mean of 70+20 antenna molecules per average sized
nanoparticle are bound at this ratio, with a centre-to-centre

intermolecular distance of ≏3.4 nm (Supplementary Section E).
This optimal concentration was used in all subsequent experiments.

Figure 4 shows the upconversion emission intensity integrated in
the range 500–685 nm as a function of incident power. The best fit
with a power function results in a perfect quadratic dependence on
the incident light intensity. This confirms that the mechanism of the
antenna-mediated process involves a two-photon upconversion
step. Based on this set of observations we propose the following
mechanism for the overall process in the IR-806/nanoparticles sol-
ution, and call it ‘dye-sensitized upconversion’ (DUC). In this
mechanism, the bound IR-806 antenna molecules absorb the NIR
photons and transfer their excitation energy to the Yb3þ 2F5/2
level by resonance energy transfer. The typical energy transfer pro-
cesses from Yb3þ to Er3þ follow13, eventually leading to the Er3þ

emission of upconverted light.
The monochromatic quantum yield (mQY) of the IR-806/nano-

particles was determined at an excitation wavelength of 800 nm as
0.12

20.05
þ0.10% at the intensity saturation point (Fig. 4) for monochro-

matic illumination (for details see Supplementary Section F). The
mQY of our non-sensitized oleylamine-coated nanoparticles was
measured to be 0.3+0.1% at the maximum absorption wavelength
of 975 nm. This value is in good agreement with the reported mQY
value17 of 0.1% for slightly larger (30 nm diameter) but otherwise
similar oleylamine-coated nanoparticles given the higher intensities
used here. The two mQYs are, within experimental error, in reason-
able agreement with the observed luminescence quenching and
excited-state lifetime shortening of the nanoparticle-bound dye
described above.

The upconversion action spectrum (that is, upconverted power
as a function of excitation wavelength) was recorded using a
2 mW calibrated wavelength-tunable c.w. laser. It was first con-
firmed that the emission spectrum of the sample was independent
of the excitation wavelength in the 720–1,000 nm spectral range.
The integrated power over the 500–685 nm range of the emission
was then plotted versus excitation wavelength (Fig. 5). The upcon-
version action peak in the range 740–850 nm corresponds to the
squared absorption of IR-806, and the tiny action peak in
the 900–990 nm range follows the squared absorption of
b-NaYF4:Yb,Er (Fig. 5, inset). This is fully consistent with the
proposed DUC mechanism comprising a two-photon process in
which the antenna molecules are involved as initial absorbers.

The dramatic effect of the dye-sensitized process is immediately
evident from the main panel, where the contribution from
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upconversion by the non-sensitized process around 975 nm is
simply invisible on this scale. However, as the inset shows, the
non-sensitized upconversion does take place in this range.
Importantly, this process has a similar efficiency and spectral
response for non-coated and dye-coated nanoparticles, which
proves that the upconversion properties of the nanoparticles were
not compromised following dye attachment. Although the peak-to-
peak (at 975 nm versus at 800 nm) ratio of non-sensitized and sensi-
tized upconversion is≏1:1,100, the integrated spectral response in the
720–1,000 nm range from the dye-coated nanoparticles, as shown in
Fig. 5, is ≏3,300 times stronger than that of the non-sensitized
nanoparticles. This result lends further support for the DUC mech-
anism operating in the excitation range where IR-806 absorbs, and
‘direct’ upconversion by the nanoparticles operating in the range
where the nanoparticles absorb.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that dye-sensitized upcon-
version of nanoparticles yields a dramatically increased upconver-
sion efficiency. Further improvement can be obtained by
optimization of the dye emission and nanoparticle absorption spec-
tral overlap. Moreover, we propose that by using suitable co-sensi-
tizing sets of antenna molecules and upconverting nanoparticles,
together absorbing the full desired spectral range of light to be
upconverted, it will be possible to obtain even greater broadband
upconversion. Such broadband sensitization, in combination with
higher quantum yield upconverters, would change upconversion
from an academic and exotic phenomenon into a realistic and
viable tool for increasing the efficiency of photovoltaic devices.
Furthermore, as the absorption spectrum of the dye-sensitized
upconverter can be tuned, analyses and imaging techniques in
medicine and diagnostics13 based on upconverting nanoparticles
will also benefit greatly from the proposed approach.

Methods
Synthesis of IR-806. The functionalization reaction was performed using standard
Schlenk-line techniques in dry glassware and under a dry nitrogen atmosphere.
A mixture of IR-780 iodide (2-[2-[2-chloro-3-[(1,3-dihydro-3,3-dimethyl-1-propyl-
2H-indol-2-ylidene)ethylidene]-1-cyclohexen-1-yl]ethenyl]-3,3-dimethyl-1-
propylindolium iodide; 500 mg, 0.75 mmol) and 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (231 mg,
1.50 mmol) in dimethylformamide (DMF) (20 ml) was stirred at room temperature
for 17 h. DMF was removed under vacuum at 40 8C, and the residue was dissolved in
CH2Cl2 (5 ml). The solution was filtered through a 0.45 mm polytetrafluoroethylene
syringe filter and diethyl ether (150 ml) was added slowly to precipitate the product.
The precipitate was collected by centrifugation, washed with diethyl ether, and dried
under vacuum to afford 506 mg (0.65 mmol, 86%) of gold-coloured crystals. For
characterization data see Supplementary Information.

Synthesis of NaYF4:Yb,Er and NaYF4 nanoparticles. NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles
were synthesized according to a method described in the literature29. The reaction
was performed using standard Schlenk-line techniques in dry glassware under a dry
N2 atmosphere. CF3COONa (544 mg, 4 mmol), Y(CF3COO)3.3H2O (752 mg,
1.56 mmol), Yb(CF3COO)3.3H2O (226 mg, 0.40 mmol), Er(CF3COO)3.3H2O
(23 mg, 0.04 mmol) and oleylamine (20 ml) were added to a 100 ml three-neck
round-bottom flask. With vigorous stirring, the mixture was heated to 100 8C at
reduced pressure for 0.5 h to remove water and oxygen; heating was then continued
up to 340 8C in the presence of nitrogen. After 1 h at 340 8C, heating was stopped.
When the reaction temperature reached 80 8C, ethanol (150 ml) was added.
The nanoparticles were isolated by centrifugation. The as-precipitated nanoparticles
were washed three times with ethanol and then dispersed in 5 ml of chloroform.
Undoped NaYF4 nanoparticles were synthesized similarly, without the addition of
the Yb and Er salts.

Sample preparation for UV-vis-NIR absorption and fluorescence measurements.
All samples were prepared and measured under an atmosphere of nitrogen. The
samples for UV-vis-NIR absorption and standard fluorescence measurements were
prepared by adding different amounts of NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles to 0.01 mg of
IR-806 in CHCl3 (4 ml). The solutions were then stirred for 2 h at room temperature.
The samples for upconversion fluorescence measurements were prepared by adding
different amounts of IR-806 to 40 mg of NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles in CHCl3
(1 ml). The solutions were stirred for 2 h at room temperature, then diluted 50 times
for measurement.

Spectroscopy. For the upconversion luminescence measurements, a Ti:sapphire
laser system (MIRA-900-F) was used as the excitation source. Luminescence spectra
and lifetime measurements were performed in c.w. and pulsed modes (repetition
rate of 76 MHz), respectively. The excitation light was focused into a 1-mm-thick
sample cell by a lens with a focal length of 75 mm. This resulted in a focal spot of
35+10 mm (FWHM) level. The excitation power was controlled by a gradient
neutral density filter and set at 2 mW for all experiments, with the exception of the
power-dependence measurements. The emission was collected with a right-angled
geometry by an f/2 collimating lens and subsequently focused by an f/4 lens onto
the slit of the spectrograph. The (time-resolved) emission detection was performed
using a streak camera system equipped with a spectrograph (Hamamatsu C5680)
running with the vertical time axis sweep off while recording c.w. emission spectra.
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Abstract We report the infrared-to-visible frequency up-

conversion in Er3+–Yb3+-codoped PbO-GeO2 glass con-

taining silver nanoparticles (NPs). The optical excitation is

made with a laser at 980 nm in resonance with the 2F5/2 →

2F7/2 transition of Yb3+ ions. Intense emission bands cen-

tered at 525, 550, and 662 nm were observed correspond-

ing to Er3+ transitions. The simultaneous influence of the

Yb3+
→ Er3+ energy transfer and the contribution of the in-

tensified local field effect due to the silver NPs give origin to

the enhancement of the whole frequency upconversion spec-

tra.

PACS 42.70.Ce · 78.55.-m · 78.55.Qr · 78.90.+t · 81.05.Pj

Phenomena related to the interaction of light with rare-earth-

doped (RE-doped) glasses containing metallic nanoparticles

(NPs) have been attracting large attention due to their rele-

vance for a variety of applications such as colored displays,

optical amplifiers as well as optical sensors. In particular,
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the surface-plasmon-enhanced (SP-enhanced) luminescence

observed in RE-doped glasses containing metallic NPs has

been studied by many authors [1–11].

Among the systems of interest the heavy metal ox-

ide (HMO) glasses are known as excellent materials for

photonic applications because of their specific character-

istics such as: large mechanical resistance, high chemical

durability and thermal stability, large transmission window

(from 400 to 4500 nm), high refractive index, large nonlin-

ear optical response, and low cutoff phonon energy (400–

800 cm−1) [1].

In the past years the synthesis and the characterization of

HMO glasses doped with RE ions and containing metallic

NPs were reported [7–11]. For instance, down-conversion

luminescence enhancement was reported for Pr3+-doped

lead-germanate oxide (PGO) glass containing silver NPs [7].

The increase of Eu3+ luminescence due to the presence of

gold NPs in tellurite glasses was observed and character-

ized [8]. Studies of SP-enhanced frequency upconversion

(UC) in Pr3+-doped tellurium-oxide glasses with silver NPs

were reported in [9].

Also, recently we have demonstrated enhancement of

∼100% in the infrared-to-green UC process in Er3+-doped

PGO glass containing silver NPs [10]. The excitation was

made at 980 nm and the growth of the UC intensity at 530

and 550 nm was attributed to the increased local field in the

proximity of the NPs. Unfortunately, even in the presence

of the NPs the UC luminescence of the Er3+-doped PGO

is limited by the relatively small absorption cross-section

of Er3+ ions at 980 nm. The red luminescence at 662 nm

having wavelength far from the SP resonance wavelength,

λSP, is less influenced by the presence of spherical silver

NPs. However, it may be intensified if particles with differ-

ent shapes and aggregates of NPs are present. On the other

hand, PGO glass doped with Er3+ and Yb3+, without silver

mailto:cid@df.ufpe.br
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Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of Er3+–Yb3+-codoped PbO-GeO2 glasses

containing silver NPs for different heat-treatment durations

NPs, present increased red luminescence due to the energy

transfer (ET) from Yb3+ to Er3+ ions [12, 13].

In this letter we demonstrate improvement of the UC lu-

minescence efficiency of Er3+ ions in PGO glass containing

silver NPs by codoping the samples with Yb3+ ions. We

show that the combined effect of the silver NPs and the ef-

ficient ET from resonantly excited Yb3+ ions contribute to

the enhancement of the whole UC spectrum. The large ab-

sorption cross-section of the Yb3+ ions at 980 nm allows the

increase of the red luminescence in such a way that it may

reach intensities comparable with the green emissions.

The PGO glass composition studied was 41 PbO-59

GeO2 (in mol%). For the experiments we added 0.5 wt%

of Er2O3,3.0 wt% of Yb2O3, and 1.0 wt% of AgNO3 to the

original composition. The samples were obtained by melting

the starting oxide powders in an alumina crucible for 1 h at

1200°C, quenching and annealing in air in a preheated brass

mold, and annealing at 420°C for 2 h. After the cooling the

samples were polished and then annealed for different dura-

tions (τA = 24, 48, and 72 h) to reduce the Ag+ ions to Ag0,

in order to nucleate silver NPs.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a 200 kV

equipment was performed to investigate the nucleation and

growth of the NPs.

The linear optical absorption spectra were measured at

room temperature in the 300–1700 nm range and the fre-

quency UC spectra (infrared-to-visible conversion) were ex-

cited with a CW diode laser (7 W, 980 nm). The lumines-

cence signal was dispersed by a monochromator fitted with

a photomultiplier.

Figure 1 presents the absorption spectra of the Er3+–

Yb3+-codoped PGO glass containing silver NPs in the vis-

ible and in the near-infrared regions. Absorption bands at-

Fig. 2 TEM images of the samples annealed for 48 h at 420°C

tributed to the 4f –4f transitions of Er3+ ions correspond-

ing to the transitions starting from the ground state (4I15/2) to

the excited states are observed. The intense absorption band

at ≈980 nm is mainly due to the 2F7/2 →
2F5/2 transition

of Yb3+ ions that overlaps with the weaker 4I15/2 →
4I11/2

transition of the Er3+ ions. The absorption band related to

the SP is not observed because the amount of the NPs is

not enough to originate a strong band. With the basis on

the dielectric function of silver [14] and the refractive in-

dex of PGO glass (≈2), we estimated λSP to be located in

the range of ∼420 to ∼500 nm. However, the presence of

the silver NPs in the PGO samples is confirmed by electron

microscopy.

Figure 2 shows a TEM image corresponding to the sam-

ple annealed for 48 h at 420°C. The metallic NPs have av-

erage diameter of 2.5 nm but we also observed the presence

of larger particles and aggregates. The samples heat-treated

for shorter time intervals present NPs with smaller average

diameter.

Figure 3a shows the emission spectra of the Er3+–Yb3+-

codoped PGO samples for different anneal durations, τA.

Emission bands centered at 525, 550, and 662 nm that corre-

spond to the transitions 2H11/2 →
4I15/2, 4S3/2 →

4I15/2, and
4F9/2 →

4I15/2, respectively, are observed. Figure 3b shows

that the relative intensity of the UC bands can be adjusted

by an appropriate choice of τA that controls the amount of

silver NPs formed in the sample.

Figure 4 presents a simplified energy level diagram for

the Er3+ and the Yb3+ ions. Because the laser wavelength

is in resonance with the transition 2F5/2 →
2F7/2 (Yb3+) and
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Fig. 3 (a) Frequency UC spectra for excitation at 980 nm. (b) Nor-

malized integrated UC intensity as a function of the annealing time

because its oscillator strength is much greater than the one

corresponding to the transition 4I15/2 →
4I11/2 (Er3+), we at-

tribute the excitation of levels 4S3/2 and 4F9/2 in Er3+ ions

mainly to the ET from Yb3+ ions. The ET efficiency de-

pends on the relative concentration of Er3+ and Yb3+ and

the lifetime of the levels participating in the ET process.

There are two possible efficient ET pathways [12, 13] as

indicated in Fig. 4 by the dashed lines 1, 2, and 3. The green

emissions are mainly originated by the following process:

Yb3+ ions are excited from the ground state to the 2F5/2

multiplet under 980 nm pumping; the excited ions transfer

the stored energy to the Er3+ ions that are promoted from

the ground state to the 4I11/2 state. Then, a second ET event

promotes the Er3+ ions from the 4I11/2 level to the 4F7/2

level (steps (1) and (2)—dashed lines in the Fig. 4). Fol-

lowing this transition, the Er3+ ion relaxes nonradiatively to

the 2H11/2 and 4S3/2 levels. Afterwards, the 2H11/2 →
4I15/2

and 4S3/2 →
4I15/2 transitions originate the green emissions.

The proximity between the green luminescence wavelengths

and λSP favors the intensity enhancement that is due to the

Fig. 4 Energy level diagram of Er3+ and Yb3+ ions illustrating pos-

sible UC pathways for the Er3+–Yb3+-codoped glasses. The solid

straight lines with upward and downward arrows indicate optical tran-

sitions; dotted lines and wavy arrows denote ET processes and nonra-

diative relaxation, respectively

increased local field resulting from the mismatch between

the dielectric functions of the silver NPs and the glass.

The red emission at 662 nm is due to the 4F9/2 →
4I15/2

transition. Besides the feeding of the 4F9/2 level through the

nonradiative relaxation from the 4S3/2 level, the ET event

represented by 3 in Fig. 4 may occur following the nonra-

diative transition 4I11/2 →
4I13/2. The longer lifetime of the

4I13/2 level compared with the lifetime of the 4I11/2 level [1]

makes channel 3 dominant over channels 1 and 2; conse-

quently, the red emission is enhanced. Moreover, as shown

in Fig. 3, the red emission is also intensified for larger val-

ues of τA. This is attributed to the nucleation of larger silver

NPs and aggregates as observed for Pr3+ in [7, 9]. Notice

that the red intensity illustrated in Fig. 3 becomes compa-

rable with the intensity of transitions 2H11/2 →
4I15/2 and

4S3/2 →
4I15/2 for τA ≈ 40 h. We also note from Fig. 3b

that the ratio UCI/UCII between the integrated intensities of

transitions centered at 525 and 550 nm changes from 0.77

(for τA ≈ 0) to ∼1.0 (for τA ≈ 50 h). This behavior is un-

derstood considering that the transition at 525 nm is closest

to λSP than 550 nm.

In summary, with the present results we demonstrated the

simultaneous exploitation of the enhanced local field contri-

bution due to silver NPs and energy transfer processes be-

tween two different rare-earth (RE) ions in order to control

the luminescence spectrum of a glassy composite material.

This approach can be applied for different RE ions in order

to improve the efficiency of luminescent glasses.
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